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What is the most UNUSUAL type of travelling?
Travelling BY LAND

 by bus / coach (=for long 
distances)

by tram riding a dogsled  

by scooter / moped / motorbike   by bicycle / bike go on foot / go hitch hiking



What is the most UNUSUAL type of travelling?
Travelling BY AIR

by plane by helicopter
 
 

by UFO (Unidentified Flying Object)

flying in a hot air balloon / 
go ballooning

go parachuting
 

go by cable car
 



What is the most UNUSUAL type of travelling?
Travelling BY SEA

go by cruise liner go rafting / travel by raft / 
float on a raft

go kayaking / canoeing [ kəˈnuː]

go by ferry go by boat go by submarine



GETTING AROUND

⚫ RIDE: a bike – horse – moped – scooter – motorbike – route bus

⚫ TAKE: a train – minibus – foot – cab – vacation – vehicle – luggage 

⚫ GO BY:  van – sea – rail – automobile – way – airplane – cargo train

⚫ GO ON: a road trip – the customs – picnic – foot – holiday – walking 
– a date

⚫ GET    ON or OFF: a lorry – coach –  locomotive – spacecraft – 
subway – ferry 

⚫ GET    IN or OUT of: a taxi – machine – truck – rowboat – helicopter 
– plane

Each line contains an odd word. What is it?



    ZNO Practice
READING       PART

Read the text below. 
Choose from (A-I) the one which best fits each gap (1-6). 
There are two choices you do not need to use.



Why is it important to travel?
⚫ I love travelling, but it hasn't always been my passion. In my first year 

of university, I started (1)__________________. I was very excited 
because this was the first time I (2)__________________! This desire to 
travel started off simply as a way to have something to look forward to 
after exams, but I soon discovered how important it is to travel.

⚫ On my travels I have had the opportunity to not only experience new 
cultures, but also to interact with people, (3)__________________. 
Travelling is a learning experience for both oneself and also the people 
you encounter. (4)__________________, when you travel you can meet 
those citizens, (5)__________________, and as a result, approach you 
rather aggressively.

⚫ This is how I got the idea that travelling is the realisation of home. 
When you travel you are exposed to a different setting, a different 
language and a different way of living. All these elements, mixed with a 
new and exciting adventure, make you (6)__________________. 

⚫ (7)__________________, I am always excited for the discoveries that 
await me in my next adventure! 



I love travelling, but it hasn't always been my passion. At my first 
year of university, I started (1)__________________.

⚫ A who may not be always friendly
⚫ B all in all
⚫ C had travelled abroad with just my friends
⚫ D to travel during the holidays
⚫ E realise your own home
⚫ F that have different cultural backgrounds
⚫ G who have different outlooks on life
⚫ H on the other hand
⚫ I to realise how happy you are



I was very excited because this was the first time I (2)__________! 
This desire to travel started off simply as a way to have something 
to look forward to after exams, but I soon discovered how 
important it is to travel.

⚫ A who may not be always friendly
⚫ B all in all
⚫ C had travelled abroad with just my friends
⚫ D to travel during the holidays
⚫ E realise your own home
⚫ F that have different cultural backgrounds
⚫ G who have different outlooks on life
⚫ H on the other hand
⚫ I to realise how happy you are



On my travels I have had the opportunity not only to experience 
new cultures, but also to interact with various people, 
(3)__________________. 

⚫ A who may not be always friendly
⚫ B all in all
⚫ C had travelled abroad with just my friends
⚫ D to travel during the holidays
⚫ E realise your own home
⚫ F that have different cultural backgrounds
⚫ G who have different outlooks on life
⚫ H on the other hand
⚫ I to realise how happy you are



Travelling is  learning experience for both oneself and also the people you 
encounter. (4)__________________, when you travel you can also meet 
those citizens, (5)__________________, and as a result, treat you rather 
aggressively.

⚫ A who may not be always friendly
⚫ B all in all
⚫ C had travelled abroad with just my friends
⚫ D to travel during the holidays
⚫ E realise your own home
⚫ F that have different cultural backgrounds
⚫ G who have different outlooks on life
⚫ H on the other hand
⚫ I to realise how happy you are



This is how I got the idea that travelling is the realisation of home. When 
you travel you are exposed to a different setting, a different language and 
a different way of living. All these elements, mixed with a new and 
exciting adventure, make you (6)__________________.

⚫ A who may not be always friendly
⚫ B all in all
⚫ C had travelled abroad with just my friends
⚫ D to travel during the holidays
⚫ E realise your own home
⚫ F that have different cultural backgrounds
⚫ G who have different outlooks on life
⚫ H on the other hand
⚫ I to realise how happy you are



(7)__________________, I am always excited with the discoveries 
that expect me in my next adventure! 

⚫ A who may not be always friendly
⚫ B all in all
⚫ C had travelled abroad with just my friends
⚫ D to travel during the holidays
⚫ E realise your own home
⚫ F that have different cultural backgrounds
⚫ G who have different outlooks on life
⚫ H on the other hand
⚫ I to realise how happy you are



WELL     DONE!



ZNO Practice
USE        of     ENGLISH

Read the text below. 
For questions (1 - 10) choose the correct answer (A, B, C 
or D).



Every day hundreds of people travel from one place to (1) ____. They can go to work and 
school, or (2) ____ business.
It’s true that recently travelling (3) ____ one of the most popular (4) ____. When tourists 
choose from means of transport, they (5) ____ usually consider various issues (6) ____ 
time and distance, price and comfort, (7) ____ and others.
(8) ____ into consideration (9) ____ food and accommodation preferences, travel 
agencies can (10) ____ their best to organise your perfect tour!

1 A other B the other C another D others
2 A to B into C on D towards

3 A has become B becomes C became D has been 
becoming

4 A pastime B past time C pass time D pastimes
5 A are able B could C must D ought
6 A so B like C such D like as
7 A save B safeness C safe D safety 

8 A Having 
taken

B Take C Taking D To take

9 A travellers’ B traveller C travellers D travellers’s
10 A do B take C have D make



GOOD RESULT!



Transportation QUIZ

Get your engine started with our Transportation QUIZ!



Transportation QUIZ

1. What is the oldest means of transport?



Transportation QUIZ

2. What colour are traditional taxis in London?

And in most American 
cities?



Transportation QUIZ

3. How many decks or storeys does 
the London red bus have?



Transportation QUIZ

4. How do Londoners call 
their underground network?



Transportation QUIZ

5. Which continent are the pulled rickshaws 
originated from?



Transportation QUIZ

6. Which Italian city is famous for this type 
of transport?  How is it called?

water taxis in Venice



Transportation QUIZ

7. Where did the Canadian entrepreneur Guy Laliberté 
travel if he paid $ 40 million for his 11-day flight?



Transportation QUIZ

8. What engines do not pollute environment with 
exhaust fumes and are called “green cars”? 



Transportation QUIZ

9. What modern vehicles are capable of operating 
without human drivers?



Transportation QUIZ

10. What ambitious project was suggested by 
Elon Musk and SpaceX as a high-speed vacuum 
train dream?



“Amazing Vehicles” 



Watch the video “Most Unusual Cars” 
and be ready to answer my questions.



Thank you for your attention!


